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ABSTRACT: Two K([2.2.2]crypt) salts of lanthanide-doped semimetal
clusters were prepared, both of which contain at the same time two types of
ternary intermetalloid anions, [Ln@Sn7Bi7]

4− and [Ln@Sn4Bi9]
4−, in

0.70:0.30 (Ln = La) or 0.39:0.61 (Ln = Ce) ratios. The cluster shells
represent nondeltahedral, fullerane-type arrangements of 14 or 13 main group
metal atoms that embed the Ln3+ cations. The assignment of formal +III
oxidation states for the Ln sites was confirmed by means of magnetic
measurements that reveal a diamagnetic La(III) compound and a para-
magnetic Ce(III) analogue. Whereas the cluster anions with a 14-atomic
main-group metal cage represent the second examples in addition to a related
Eu(II) cluster published just recently, the 13-atomic cages exhibit a yet unprecedented enneahedral topology. In contrast to the
larger cages, which accord to the Zintl−Klemm−Busmann electron number−structure correlation, the smaller clusters require a
more profound interpretation of the bonding situation. Quantum chemical investigations served to shed light on these unusual
complexes and showed significant narrowing of the HOMO−LUMO gap upon incorporation of Ce3+ within the semimetal cages.

■ INTRODUCTION
Metal doping has been widely applied in materials chemistry in
order to achieve influences or provoke additional characteristics
such as electronic, optical, or magnetic properties, with n-/p-
type doping by electron-donor or -acceptor impurities in
semiconductors as the classical example.
In the recent past, the concept of metal doping has also been

discussed for molecular compounds, in so-called endohedral
clusters, such as metallofullerenes.1 Alkali metals as well as
lanthanide ions inserted into the crystal structure or
encapsulated inside carbon cages, respectively, caused signifi-
cant changes in chemical and physical properties, such as
metallic or superconducting characteristics for solid state MxC60

(M = K, x = 3)2 and different magnetic properties for Ln@C82

(Ln = La, Eu, Gd), upon variation of the interstitial lanthanide
ion.1

Intermetalloid endohedral clusters3 contain interstitial metal
atom(s) within main-group (semi)metal cages. For this reason,
these clusters were also discussed as models for doped

materials.4 In addition to its impact on physical properties,
the incorporation of transition metal atoms in main-group
metal cages serves to stabilize cluster shells [En]

q− (n = 10, 12,
17, 18, 20; q = 2−4), most of which have not been observed as
empty entities so far.5 A limited number of amazing clusters
were generated as polyhedra, encapsulating one atom, as in
[Ir@Sn12]

3− 6 and [M@Pb12]
2− (M = Ni, Pd, Pt),7 two atoms

as in [Pd2@E18]
4− (E = Ge, Sn)8 and a unique example with

three atoms in [Ni−Ni−Ni@(Ge9)2]
4−.9 Thus, clusters with

more than 12 atoms were only isolated with two or three
interstitial transition metal atoms, whereas for a single
encapsulated atom, the observation of cages with more than
12 vertices has been restricted to gas-phase species so far.10

Some main-group atom cages with lanthanide ions have been
investigated by photoelectron spectroscopy and quantum
chemical investigations.11 This way, several 14- or 13-atomic
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clusters were detected, such as [M@Si14]
− and [M@Si13]

− (M
= Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Ho, Yb).11b These intermetalloid clusters are
discussed as “designer” materials,11b since small variations in
their composition can significantly manipulate electronic,
optical, or magnetic properties. In [M@Si14]

−11a and [M@
Si13]

− tunability of the magnetic moment is assumed to proceed
by choosing the type and oxidation state of the incorporated
lanthanide ion. Another effect of Ln ion doping has been
reported in semiconductors for which changes are caused in the
electronic structure, such as significant band gap narrowing.12

We have recently extended the class of intermetalloid clusters
by the isolation of [K([2.2.2]crypt)]4[Eu@Sn6Bi8]·1.1·en,

13 the
first synthetic intermetalloid cluster encapsulating an Ln ion,
and the first synthetic example of an isolated, “naked” 14-vertex
cage. It represents a fullerane-type mixed main-group metal
cluster with one interstitial Eu(II) ion and an S = 7/2 ground
state.
Herein we report the synthesis and characterization of two

novel compounds, [K([2.2.2]crypt)]4[Ln@Sn7Bi7]x[Ln@

Sn4Bi9]y·0.7en (1: Ln = La; x = 0.70, y = 0.30; 2: Ln = Ce; x
= 0.39, y = 0.61; en = ethylenediamine), that not only differ by
another Sn:Bi ratio from the quoted Eu compound but
additionally comprise a yet unprecedented cluster type with a
13-atomic Sn/Bi shell embedding an La or Ce ion within their
crystal structures. As confirmed by magnetic measurements, the
two anions of the Ce compound 2 are paramagnetic
intermetalloid clusters. DFT investigations served to analyze
the electronic structure of the clusters and to shed light on the
nature and effect of the Ln3+ interaction with the semimetal
cluster shell that allows for the description as doped semimetal
cages.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Syntheses. General. All manipulations and reactions were

performed in an argon or nitrogen atmosphere using standard Schlenk
or glovebox techniques. Ethylenediamine (en) (Aldrich, 99%) was
dried over CaH2, p-xylene (Acros Organics, 99%) was dried over
sodium. Both solvents were freshly distilled prior to use. [2.2.2]crypt14

Table 1. EDX Analyses of 1 and 2 (Sn, Bi, K, La, or Ce, respectively)

compound element k-ratio ZAF atom % atomic ratio observed (calc.) element wt % wt % err. (1 − σ)

1 K-K 0.0569 1.094 21.9 4.0 6.2 ± 0.3
Sn-L 0.2397 1.237 34.4 6.3 29.7 ± 0.9
Bi-M 0.5648 1.056 39.3 7.2 59.6 ± 0.9
La-L 0.0369 1.213 4.4 0.8 4.5 ± 0.5
total 100 18.3 100

2 K-K 0.0444 1.409 22.5 4.0 6.3 ± 0.2
Sn-L 0.1658 1.450 28.6 5.1 24.1 ± 0.7
Bi-M 0.6039 1.059 43.1 7.7 63.9 ± 0.9
Ce-L 0.0445 1.294 5.8 1.0 5.8 ± 0.7
total 100 17.8 100

Table 2. X-ray Measurement, Structure Solution and Refinement Data of 1 and 2

compound 1 2

empirical formula C73.40H149.6Bi7.6K4La1N9.4O24Sn6.1 C73.40H145.50Bi8.22Ce1K4N9.40O24Sn5.17
formula weight/g·mol−1 4155.59 4171.85
crystal color, shape black rhombus-like plate black rhombus-like plate
crystal size/mm3 0.18 × 0.15 × 0.06 0.21 × 0.06 × 0.03
crystal system monoclinic monoclinic
space group P21/c P21/c
a /Å 28.476(6) 28.489(6)
b /Å 16.345(3) 16.305(3)
c /Å 29.076(6) 29.025(6)
β /deg 117.13(3) 118.34(3)
V /Å3 12044(4) 11867(4)
Z 4 4
ρcalc /g·cm

−3 2.29 2.34
μ(Mo Kα) /mm−1 12.8 13.8
2θ range /deg 2.80−50.00 2.96−50.00
reflns. measured 76768 72645
independent reflns. 21133 20802
R(int) 0.1239 0.1220
ind. reflns. (I > 2σ(I)) 16072 13922
parameters 1092 1070
restraints 180 181
R1 (I > 2σ(I)) 0.0826 0.0759
wR2 (all data) 0.2537 0.2247
GooF (all data) 1.090 1.037
max. peak/hole/e−·Å−3 3.79 /−5.61 2.89 /−4.62
absorption correction type numerical17 numerical17

min. /max. transmission 0.078/0.429 0.226/0.551
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(Merck) was dried in vacuum for 13 h. Tris-(tetramethylcyclopenta-
dienyl)-lanthanum (C5Me4H)3La (Aldrich) and tris-(tetramethylcy-
clopentadienyl)-cerium (CpMe4H)3Ce (Aldrich) were used as
received. The precursor [K([2.2.2]crypt)]2[Sn2Bi2]·en was prepared
according to the literature.15

Syntheses of [K([2.2.2]crypt)]4[La@Sn7Bi7]0.70[La@Sn4Bi9]0.30·0.7en
(1) and [K([2.2.2]crypt)]4[Ce@Sn7Bi7]0.39[Ce@Sn4Bi9]0.61·0.7en (2).
[K([2.2.2]crypt)]2[Sn2Bi2]·en (193 mg, 0.125 mmol) was weighed
out into a Schlenk tube inside a glovebox and dissolved in en (3 mL),
resulting in a dark reddish-brown solution. Into another Schlenk tube
inside a glovebox, 82 mg (0.163 mmol) of (C5Me4H)3Ln was weighed
out and suspended in p-xylene (1 mL) to produce a yellow (La) or
greenish (Ce) suspension. The latter was added to the precursor
solution while stirring vigorously. The reaction mixture was allowed to
stir for 3 h. The dark-brown reaction solution was filtered through a
standard glass frit and carefully layered by p-xylene (4 mL). After 3
days, black rhombus-like plates of [K([2.2.2]crypt)]4[La@
Sn7Bi7]0.70[La@Sn4Bi9]0.30·0.7en (1) or [K([2.2.2]crypt)]4[Ce@
Sn7Bi7]0.39[Ce@Sn4Bi9]0.61·0.7en (2), respectively, formed at the wall
of the Schlenk tube in approximately 30% yield (based on
[K([2.2.2]crypt)]2[Sn2Bi2]·en). No alternative crystallization method,
including the employment of further cation sequestering agents,
different solvents, or layering techniques, allowed for the separate
crystallization of one of the cage-types. It is, however, possible to
crystallize a polymorph of both compounds upon layering of the
reaction mixture by toluene instead of p-xylene. The crystal structures,
with approximately twice the unit cell volume (vide infra), are again
more complicated and afflicted with more crystallographic problems.
One observes the same intrinsic cocrystallization of the 14-atom and
the 13-atom cages as in 1 and 2.
Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) Spectroscopy. EDX analyses

(Table 1) were performed using an EDX device Voyager 4.0 of Noran
Instruments coupled with an electron microscope CamScan CS 4DV.
Data acquisition was performed with an acceleration voltage of 20 kV
and 100 s accumulation time. For the analyses, multiple single crystals
were used, and the data were recorded both various times on one
single crystal and various times on other single crystals.
X-ray Diffraction. Single-crystal X-ray diffraction data were

collected on a Stoe IPDS2T diffractometer at 100 K with Mo Kα
radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å). The structures were solved by direct
methods and refined by full matrix least-squares against F2 using
SHELXS-97 and SHELXL-97 software16 (Table 2). The unit cell
dimensions of the polymorphs (crystallized from toluene) are as
follows: space group P21/c; Ln = La: a = 17.604(4) Å, b = 27.763(5)
Å, c = 52.105(2) Å, β = 91.04(2)°, V = 25462(11) Å3; Ln = Ce: a =
17.524(6) Å, b = 27.640(7) Å, c =52.092(2) Å, β = 91.32(3)°, V =
25226(13) Å3.
Refinement outline for C73.40H149.6Bi7.6K4La1N9.4O24Sn6.1 (1) and

C73.40H145.50Bi8.22Ce1K4N9.40O24Sn5.17 (2). For both 1 and 2, the crystals
seem to be isomorphous with the previously investigated Eu-
analogue.13 Therefore, the crystal structure model for the Eu
compound was taken as a starting model for the refinements carried
out on the La compound 1. A careful check was carried out in order to
exclude the possibility of twinning artifacts. The most striking feature
observed at all initial refinement stages is the presence of a difference
Fourier maximum of 22.40 e−/Å3 at the Bi2/Sn2−Bi3/Sn3 bond (1.44
Å from Bi3). Geometrical considerations led to the conclusion that
this maximum may arise only from a second 13-vertex cluster, since no
model considering rotational disorder with a second 14-vertex cluster
could explain this observation. The same feature is observed on
starting the crystal structure refinement ab initio or on trying a
solution in lower-symmetry space groups.
Initially refined structure parameters (starting from the model

applied to the Eu-compound13) were fixed, and the highest peak was
introduced as Bi atom (in accordance with theoretical studiessee
Results and Discussion). The occupancy of this site was refined to a
value near 0.35−0.45. Experimental evidence from other methods (see
text) indicates that there should be an excess of the 14-vertex cluster
with respect to the 13-vertex cluster. Therefore, an occupancy of 0.3
was fixed for this site and 0.7 for the neighboring sites that belong to

the 14-vertex cluster as a constraint. Subsequently, a careful refinement
of the occupancies of the mixed Sn/Bi sites was undertaken with
manual control of their sums and fixing the refined values; due to a
large number of parameters, the use of such constraints as SUMP was
limited.

Further refinement involved modeling the disorder of the organic
part and introducing disordered 1,2-diaminoethane molecules of
solvation (for more details see the Supporting Information).

The model obtained for 1 was applied as a starting model for 2
upon substituting Ce for La. It seems to describe the structure well,
except for one remaining difference Fourier maximum of about 5 e/Å3

found at the Bi15/Sn15−Bi5/Sn5 bond (1.10 Å from Bi15), indicating
a second position of the 13-vertex cluster. A similar treatment of the
structure model as in the case of the additional maximum found at the
initial refinement of 1 led to a 0.11 occupancy of the second 13-vertex
cluster. Thus, the total 13-vertex cluster content in 2 (13-vertex:14-
vertex: 0.61:0.39) was found to be higher in 2 than in 1 (13-vertex:14-
vertex: 0.30:0.70).

Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectrometry (ESI-MS) Inves-
tigations. ESI-FT-ICR-MS has been performed on a Finnigan LTQ-
FT spectrometer by Thermo Fischer Scientific in the negative ion
mode: spray voltage 3.90 kV, capillary temperature 300 °C, capillary
voltage −11 V, tube lens voltage −108.38 V, with sheath gas. The
reaction mixture, after 3 h reaction time, was analyzed in the 1,2-
diaminoethane/p-xylene solvent mixture. The overview ESI-FT-ICR-
MS mass spectra of the reaction mixtures are given in Figures S13 and
S26. For the analyses of the products, single crystals of 1 or 2 were
dissolved in dimethylformamide at −60 °C (Figure 2), the according
overview spectra are given in Figures S39 and S40.

Mössbauer Measurements. A Ca119 mSnO3 source was available
for the 119Sn Mössbauer spectroscopic investigation. The sample was
sealed within a thin-walled glass container at a thickness of about 10
mg Sn/cm2. A palladium foil of 0.05 mm thickness was used to reduce
the tin K X-rays concurrently emitted by this source. The
measurement was conducted in the usual transmission geometry at
78 K. The source was kept at room temperature.

Magnetic Measurements. The magnetic susceptibility measure-
ments were obtained with the use of a Quantum Design SQUID
magnetometer MPMS-XL housed at the Centre de Recherche Paul
Pascal. This magnetometer works between 1.8 and 400 K for dc
applied fields ranging from −7 to 7 T. Measurements were performed
on polycrystalline samples of 3.60 and 19.55 mg for 1 and 2
respectively, introduced in polyethylene bags (3 cm × 0.5 cm × 0.02
cm) sealed under argon. The magnetic data were corrected for the
sample holder (plastic bag for both compounds) and the diamagnetic
contribution (only for 2 as 1 is diamagnetic).

Methods of the Quantum Chemical Investigations. The
density functional theoretical (DFT) investigations were undertaken
by means of the program system TURBOMOLE18 using the Ridft
program19 with the Becke−Perdew 86 (BP86) functional.20 Basis sets
were of def2-TZVP quality (TZVP = triple-ζ valence plus polarization)
for Sn, Bi, La21 and of ECP28MWB_SEG type for Ce22a (with reduced
set of g functions). For La (ECP-46),23 Ce (ECP-28),22b Sn (ECP-
28)24 and Bi atoms (ECP-60),24 effective core potentials have been
used for consideration of relativistic corrections and to reduce the
computational effort. The high negative charge was compensated for
by employment of the COSMO model.25 Simultaneous optimizations
of geometric and electronic structures were performed without
symmetry restrictions for [Ln@Sn7Bi7]

4− and [Ln@Sn4Bi9]
4− (C1),

also allowing for convergence into local minima at higher symmetry.
The calculated interatomic distances are in accordance with the
experimentally observed ones within the typical error of the method.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Syntheses. Compounds [K([2.2.2]crypt)]4[Ln@
Sn7Bi7]x[Ln@Sn4Bi9]y·0.7en (1: Ln = La, x = 0.70, y = 0.30,
and 2: Ln = Ce, x = 0.39, y = 0.61) were obtained by reactions
of [K([2.2.2]crypt)]2[Sn2Bi2]·en

15 with [(C5Me4H)3Ln] (Ln =
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La, Ce) as extremely air- and moisture-sensitive black,
rhombus-like crystals (Scheme 1).
Different from a similar reaction with [(C5Me4H)3Eu], the

reactions presented herein result in the formation and
cocrystallization of two different enneahedra, [Ln@Sn7Bi7]

4−

and [Ln@Sn4Bi9]
4−. Additionally, no redox process was

observed during the reaction, whereas for the reported Eu
complex, a reduction took place from Eu(III) to Eu(II). The
formal +III oxidation state of both La and Ce ions was

confirmed by magnetic measurements (vide infra), that indicate
a diamagnetic La compound and a paramagnetic Ce compound.

Composition and Structures. In addition to [Eu(II)@
Sn6Bi8]

4−, the [Ln@Sn7Bi7]
4− anions in 1 and 2 (Figure 1)

represent the second example of an isolated, ligand-free 14-
vertex enneahedron, consisting of six pentagons and three
square faces; however, in accordance with the different charge
of the encapsulated Ln cation, it possesses a different Sn/Bi
composition than the previously reported cluster. The second
species present in the crystal structure, [Ln@Sn4Bi9]

4−,
represents another type of enneahedron, with an unprece-
dented combination of five square faces and four pentagons.
Four of the square faces are strongly distorted (angles for 1:
74.5(1)−98.9(1)°, for 2: 69.6(3)−104.6(1)°) and meet at one
main group atom (Bi1), which is the only four-bonded position
within the anionic cages of the title compounds. Selected
distances and angles of the cluster anions in compounds 1 and
2 are summarized in Tables S1 and S2 in the Supporting
Information.

Scheme 1. Syntheses of 1 or 2 (1: Ln = La, x = 0.70, y = 0.30;
2: Ln = Ce, x = 0.39, y = 0.61)

Figure 1. Molecular structures of [Ce@Sn7Bi7]
4− (left) and [Ce@Sn4Bi9]

4− (right) as examples for the molecular cluster anions in 1 and 2 in ball-
stick representation (top, orange/blue spheres denote Sn/Bi mixed sites) and polyhedral representation (bottom). Disorder is not shown for clarity
(for more details and displacement ellipsoid plots see Supporting Information). Averaged bond lengths in 1 /Å: [La@Sn7Bi7]

4−: Sn/Bi−Sn/Bi
2.870(3)−3.014(3); La−Sn/Bi 3.424(2)−3.585(3); [La@Sn4Bi9]

4−: Sn/Bi−Sn/Bi 2.925(2)−3.009(2); La−Sn/Bi 3.424(2)−3.557(2); Bi1−Sn/
Bi(4,6,8,10) 3.514(5)−3.604(5); La−Bi1 3.107(4). Averaged bond lengths in 2 /Å: [Ce@Sn7Bi7]

4−: Sn/Bi−Sn/Bi 2.849(4)−3.015(2); Ce−Sn/Bi
3.402(2)−3.543(3); [Ce@Sn4Bi9]

4−: Sn/Bi−Sn/Bi 2.897(2)−3.015(2); Ce−Sn/Bi 3.402(2)−3.538(2); Bi1−Sn/Bi(4,6,8,10) 3.481(3)−3.504(3);
Ce−Bi1 3.04(2)−3.057(3).
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The first hint on the existence of the new 13-vertex species
was provided by the X-ray diffraction studies (see Experimental
Section and Supporting Information). The studies carried out
for multiple crystals combined with the use of other techniques
confirmed the presence of the 13-vertex anion and excluded the
possibility of a rotational disorder of another 14-vertex to
explain the observations during the structure refinement. The
studies also agree in the finding of different relative amounts of
the two clusters in the crystals of 1 and 2. Whereas the 14-
vertex cluster anion (70%) occurs in higher amount with
respect to the 13-vertex cluster (30%) for Ln = La, the situation
is different for Ln = Ce. Here, the 14-atom enneahedron, which
is superimposed by two 13-vertex enneahedra, represents the
minority (39%), whereas the latter represents the majority
(61%). The reason for this is not clear yet, but the observation
is completely reproducible on different crystals, thus most likely
due to the differing ionic radii of La3+ or Ce3+, respectively.
In addition to the described mixture of the two anionic

species in the crystal structure, one also faces disorder of the Sn
and Bi atomic sites. Heavy statistical and/or rotational disorder
of the two different main group elements is known from our
previous investigations on ternary intermetalloid clusters,26 and

also from the binary starting material15 − more pronounced
with an increasingly spherical shape of the binary cage. Due to
the cocrystallization and superimposition of two slightly
different enneahedra, the situation is even more complicated
here, which required a sophisticated combination of analytical
techniques. The Sn:Bi ratio of the two different enneahedra
were determined by electrospray ionization Fourier transform
ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (ESI-FT-ICR-MS)
of single crystals of 1 and 2 dissolved in dimethylformamide
(Figure 2 and Figures S39, S40 in Supporting Information).
This study revealed [Ln@Sn7Bi7]

− and [Ln@Sn4Bi9]
− to be the

dominating species, beside a minority of further cluster anions
like [Ln@Sn6Bi8]

− and [Ln@Sn3Bi10]
−. However, the 4−

charge of the cluster anions, which was determined by the
number of counterions in the crystal structure, helps to exclude
the presence of the latter two species in the solid state:
possessing an odd total electron number, both [La@Sn6Bi8]

4−

and [La@Sn3Bi10]
4− would result in the occurrence of notable

amounts of paramagnetic impurities, which were not observed
in the magnetic measurement of compound 1. In the case of
compound 2, the two compositions would accordingly result in
diamagnetic impurities falsifying the applied molecular weight,

Figure 2. ESI-MS spectra of the anions in 1 and 2, [La@Sn7Bi7]
− (A), [La@Sn4Bi9]

− (B), [Ce@Sn7Bi7]
− (C), [Ce@Sn4Bi9]

− (D).
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also in disagreement with the magnetic measurements. We
therefore assume, that the additionally observed cluster anions
with an Sn:Bi ratio of 6:8 or 3:10 were formed upon solution of
the title compounds in dimethylformamide or even during the
ESI-FT-ICR-MS experiment itself, by fragmentation/rearrange-
ment of the cluster anions in 1 or 2; in solution, the anions may
adopt any charge that fits to the composition, which allows for
a larger number of different species to exist, whereas in the
crystal structure, the anions are restricted to a composition that
accords to the 4− charge. According to our findings, this seems
to be stable only with the 7:7 and 4:9 atomic Sn:Bi ratio.

119Sn Mössbauer Spectroscopy, Magnetic Properties
and Electronic Structures. Figure 3 shows the 119Sn
Mössbauer spectrum of compound 1 at 77 K. Similar to that
of the [Sn2Bi2]

2− cluster,15,27 the spectrum can be fitted with

one quadrupole split Sn site with the fitting parameters listed in
Table 3. The spectrum shows a single signal at an isomer shift
of 2.65 mm/s subjected to electric quadrupole splitting of 1.22
mm/s, reflecting the noncubic-site symmetry of the tin atoms.

Since the structure contains a number of crystallographically
independent Sn atoms, the 119Sn spectrum is a superposition of
almost equal subspectra which cannot be resolved. All possible
isomers of the clusters [Ln@Sn7Bi7]

4− and [Ln@Sn4Bi9]
4− in

compound 1 (vide infra) are quite similar concerning the
electronic situation at the Sn nuclei from the perspective of
Mössbauer spectroscopy. For this reason, a differentiation
between and correlation to individual isomers of the clusters is
not possible. As in [Sn2Bi2]

2−, the isomer shift is slightly
increased with respect to α-Sn (2.02 mm/s) and β-Sn (2.54
mm/s)28 with neutral Sn atoms, underlining the stannide nature
of the Sn atoms in the clusters.
Magnetic susceptibility measurements have been performed

to confirm the formal oxidation states of the lanthanide ions
and thus the charge of the Sn/Bi shell. These measurements on
1 reveal its diamagnetic nature in accordance with the even
electron number of [La@Sn7Bi7]

4− and [La@Sn4Bi9]
4− and

thus a +III oxidation state of the La ions. Its diamagnetic
susceptibility is −0.0069 cm3/mol and the ultrapurity of the
sample should be highlighted as only 0.45% of S = 1/2
magnetic impurity has been detected (Figure S12). On the
other hand, 2 displays a paramagnetic behavior as expected for
Ce(III) cations (Figure 4).
At room temperature, the χT product is equal to 0.83 cm3 K

mol−1 which is in very good agreement with the presence of one

Ce(III) metal ion (CCe = 0.8 cm3 K mol−1).29 When the
temperature is lowered, the χT product at 1000 Oe decreases
continuously down to 0.32 cm3 K mol−1 at 1.8 K. This type of
thermal dependence of the magnetic susceptibility is expected
for Ce(III) metal ions that possess strong ligand field effects
that splits its J = 5/2 ground-state multiplet into 2J + 1
sublevels. The decrease of the temperature leads to a
progressive thermal depopulation of the excited (more
magnetic) sublevels and thus to a decrease of the χT product.
Below 8 K, the field dependence of the magnetization (inset of
Figure 4) is not completely saturated under 7 T even at 1.8 K
and reaches 2 μB in very good agreement with the
magnetization expected at saturation (Msat = JgJ = 2.14 μB)
for Ce(III) ions. All these measurements confirm without
ambiguity the presence of Ce(III) in 2.
Unlike our previous findings for [Eu@Sn6Bi8]

4−, the
lanthanide ions were neither reduced nor oxidized during the
reactions but retained their formal +III oxidation state. This
observation is in accordance with compounds like Eu@C82 and
La@C82;

30 the latter possess formal oxidation states Eu(II) and
La(III), as expected. The presence of Ln(III) ions comes along
with diamagnetic main group atom shells in the 14-vertex
enneahedra [Ln3+@(Sn7Bi7)

7−]4− (Ln = La, Ce), representing
electron-precise anions in agreement with the Zintl−Klemm−
Busmann pseudoelement concept.31

The situation is significantly different for the 13-atom
enneahedra. The assignment of charges according to
[Ln3+@(Sn4Bi9)

7−]4− (Ln = La, Ce) does not correlate with
the simple assignment of three-bonded Sn− or Bi0 and four-
bonded Sn0 or Bi+ atoms. Considering a Bi+ atom to be located
on the four-bonded position, the pseudoelement treatment
would result in a (Sn4Bi9)

3− cluster shell; with Sn0 at this
position, the binary shell would accord to (Sn4Bi9)

4−both in
disagreement with the total charge. However, quantum
chemical investigation helped to clarify both the assignment
of atoms and the charge distribution (vide infra).

Figure 3. Experimental and simulated 119Sn Mössbauer spectrum of 1
at 77 K.

Table 3. Fitting Parameters of a 119Sn Mössbauer
Spectroscopic Measurement of 1a

T/K δ/mm·s−1 Γ/mm·s−1 ΔEQ/mm·s−1

77 2.65(1) 1.14(4) 1.22(2)
aNumbers in parentheses represent the statistical errors in the last
digit. (δ), isomer shift; (Γ), experimental line width, (ΔEQ), electric
quadrupole splitting parameter.

Figure 4. Temperature dependence of the χT product for 2 at 1000
Oe (with χ being the molar magnetic susceptibility defined as M/H
per one Ce center). Insert: Magnetization versus H/T plot between
1.8 and 8 K for 2.
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The formation of the 14-atom enneahedron [Ln@Sn7Bi7]
4−

might involve two nortricyclane-type seven-atom Zintl anionic
precursors, [Sn3Bi4]

6− and [Sn4Bi3]
7−, that seem to form by

fragmentation/aggregation processes upon addition of the Ln
precursor, as discussed for [Eu@Sn6Bi8]

4− based on ESI-MS
investigations of the reaction mixture.13 The ESI mass spectrum
of the reaction mixture that leads to the formation of 1 (Ln =
La) indeed shows signals of both fragments that might combine
in the presence of the La3+ ion. For the 13-vertex enneahedra,
an according combination of rearranged precursor species is
also plausible. This would involve at least in part fragments
which do not represent known Zintl-type anions, such as the
combination of (i) a six-atom and a seven-atom fragment or (ii)
an eight-atom and a five-atom fragment. As for all ESI-MS
studies performed on our reaction mixtures so far, those leading
to the formation of 1 and 2 also show predominance of a nine-
atom species [Sn6Bi3] after three hours reaction time, which,
however, cannot play a direct role in the generation of the Sn-
poorer 13-vertex clusters. Further species of significant intensity
with lower numbers of Sn atoms are [Sn2Bi3] and [Sn3Bi5] (Ln
= La) or [Sn2Bi3] and [Sn2Bi5] (Ln = Ce)again not matching
with the resulting composition of the second cluster anion. A
weaker peak can be assigned to the species [Sn2Bi6] in the
mixture that yields compound 2; a Ce3+ ion located between
[Sn2Bi6] and [Sn2Bi3] fragments might lead to the closure of
the two hemispheres to give the 13-vertex cluster observed in 2.
Since the fragments of relevance are only observed in small
amounts beside the predominant [Sn6Bi3] species, it is plausible
that fragments that might aggregate to a 14-atom cluster shell
are only detected in the reaction mixture of compound 1with
a majority of the 14-vertex cluster anionwhereas fragments
that might represent precursors to the 13-atom cluster shell are
only observed in the reaction mixture that yields compound
2with a majority of the 13-vertex cluster anions.
Both polyhedra with 14 or 13 vertices are rare. Molecular

polyhedra with more than 12 atoms comprise the Frank
Kasper-type32 carborane [closo-1,2-(CH2)3-1,2-C2B12H14]

33 or
the wheel-shaped cluster [Al14{N(SiMe3)2}6I6Li(OEt2)2]

−.34

Molecular cages with vertex number 13 are even more unusual.
There exist some metallacarborane examples, such as 4,1,6-
closo-SnC2B10H12 or 1,6-Me2-4,1,6-closo-SnC2B10H10.

35 Carbor-
ane clusters with 13 vertices have been unknown until the
isolation of 1,2-μ-{C6H4(CH2)2}-3-Ph-1,2-C2B11H10 in 2003.36

The latter adopts the geometry of a henicosahedron. None of
these examples represent “naked” clusters without organic
ligands and none of them comprise interstitial atoms.
Coordination numbers larger than 12 are also very rare and
only known in extended solids, such as the Friauf-Laves
phases,37 or within liquid metals according to simulations.38

Endohedral clusters [Mx@En] (n ≥ 9) might be viewed as
coordination compounds of the interstitial metal atom with a
spherical ligand shell, if there are significant covalent M−E-
bonding interactions. However, this has not been investigated
for all known examples. For systems with a large number of
surface atoms, such as endohedral fullerenes like La@C60,

39

there are definitely no covalent bonds, but with smaller clusters,
one reaches the border between encapsulated ions and M−E-
dominated systems. Clusters of the type [M(ZnR)n(ZnR′)12−n]
(M = Mo, Ru, Rh, Ni, Pd, Pt; n = 8−12; R = Me, Et, η5-
C5(CH3)5 = Cp*) for instance, were rather discussed as
coordination compounds with an n-coordinated M atom,40

whereas in [M@Pb10]
2− (M = Ni),41 [M@Pb12]

2− (M = Ni, Pd,
Pt),7 or [M@Ge10]

3− (M = Fe, Co)42 covalent bonds were

mainly detected between the cluster surface atoms which
embed a rather isolated M atom. Thus, a sophisticated study of
the electronic situation is needed in every single case to explain
the nature and resulting properties of such cluster anions.
The magnetic studies gave a first hint toward rather ionic

interactions of the interstitial Ln atoms with the binary cages in
the cluster anions of the title compounds. In order to verify this
assumption, DFT investigations of the anions in 1 and 2 were
undertaken. Since the crystallographic result was afflicted with
disorder, it was first necessary to explore the most probable
[Sn7Bi7] or [Sn4Bi9] atomic distribution within the 14-atom or
the 13-atom cluster shells.
This point was investigated for [La@Sn7Bi7]

4− and [Ce@
Sn7Bi7]

4− by simultaneous optimizations of the geometric and
electronic structures of all 329 isomers with different [Sn7Bi7]
atomic distributions (Supporting Information). The study
indicated the aggregation pattern of the Sn atoms and its
arrangement on the cluster surface to be the most relevant
parameter. For both Ln = La and Ce as interstitial atom,
isomers with two Sn−Sn dumbbells and three isolated Sn
atoms distributed over the 14-atom shell turned out to be the
most stable onesleading to a shortlist of nine isomers for
each kind of lanthanide ion that exhibit the most likely
positions of Sn and Bi atoms on the [Ln@Sn7Bi7]

4− cluster
surfaces (Figures 5 and 6). An explanation for this might be the
balance between the tendency to maximize the number of Bi−
Sn or Bi−Bi bondsbeing more stable than Sn−Sn bonds

(210.0 or 200.4 versus 187.1 kJ·mol−1)43and geometric
requirements that seem to prefer the presence of some short
Sn−Sn contacts. Despite the sequence of relative stabilities
being slightly different for [La@Sn7Bi7]

4− or [Ce@Sn7Bi7]
4−,

respectively, four of the isomers show energy differences within
the error of the quantum chemical method for both systems. At

Figure 5. Nine most stable isomers of [La@Sn7Bi7]
4−, according to

DFT investigations. Relative energies ΔE are given with respect to the
most stable isomer A14_La. The clusters are drawn schematically
without interstitial La atom; orange spheres represent Sn atoms.
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this point, it is still not clear whether the anions in 1 and 2
might accord to the most stable isomers (A14_La / B14_Ce), or to
a statistical mixture of these most likely isomers.
For the 13-atom enneahedra [Ln@Sn4Bi9]

4−, all 111 isomers
for Ln = La and Ln = Ce, respectively, have been calculated by
DFT methods (Supporting Information). Due to the lower
symmetry and the additional four-bonded site, two further
crucial parameters regarding the position of Sn atoms on the
13-atom shell emerged for this composition: First, a preference
of the placement of Sn atoms at positions most distant from the
four-bonded Bi site and second, preferred placement of Sn
atoms on nonequivalent positions. Vice versa, a Bi atom is
clearly favored on the four-bonded position (Bi1); due to
considerable sterical strain for the smaller tin atom at the four-
bonded position, these isomers are all by at least 71 kJ·mol−1

less stable. As a result, only three isomersidentical for both
[La@Sn4Bi9]

4− and [Ce@Sn4Bi9]
4−show relative energies

within the error of the employed quantum chemical method
(Figure 7). The two most stable isomers differ only in one Sn
position, resulting in a relative energy for the second isomer of
+8 kJ·mol−1 (Ln = La) or +12 kJ·mol−1 (Ln = Ce) with regard
to the most stable isomers A13_Ln. Thus, the atomic distribution
of Sn and Bi is determined more precisely in the 13-atom
enneahedral cages of [Ln@Sn4Bi9]

4− than in [Ln@Sn7Bi7]
4−

and [Eu@Sn6Bi8]
4−.

As mentioned above, the 13-vertex clusters do not allow for
an assignment of formal charges regarding the simple
pseudoelement concept. Disagreement with this concept is
known for many Zintl anions, also including well-known
homoatomic ones like the [E14

9]
3−/4− family.44 However,

whereas the disagreement requires the application of Wade−
Mingos rules45 in the case of [Sn9]

4−, for the title compounds,
other kinds of “electron-precise” 13-vertex cluster anions that
do accord to the Zintl−Klemm−Busmann concept31 result

from two different ways of charge assignment: (a) upon a
formal split-up into an (Sn4Bi8)

4− fragment and two atomic
ions, Ln3+ and Bi3− (Bi1), with only weak attachment of the
latter to the main group fragment, but stronger interaction with
the interstitial cation, or (b) by considering the cluster shell as
(Sn4Bi9)

7−, however with highly polarized bonds toward Bi1,
resulting in a four-bonded Bi+ and four rather two-bonded Bi−

neighbors. Quantum chemical investigations served to ration-
alize the second model as follows.
The bond situation was explored by inspection of localized

molecular orbitals (LMOs), generated with the technique
suggested by Boys.46 We note in advance that other localization
procedures, like that of Pipek and Mezey,47 yield similar LMOs;
the results are qualitatively the same. In the first step, the
localization procedure was carried out for the valence orbitals of
[Ln@Sn7Bi7]

4− (this compound has [7·4 (Sn) + 7·5 (Bi) + 1·3
(Ln) + 1·4 (charge)] electrons = 70 valence electrons, i.e. 35
valence orbitals). It leads to one free electron pair at each of the
14 Bi/Sn atoms (more than 95% of the electron density is
assigned to the corresponding atom by Mulliken population
analysis48 of the respective LMO, the missing ∼5% here and in
the following usually are mainly found at the next neighbors)
and 21 two-electron-two-center (2e2c) bonds along the 21
edges of the enneahedron. The Sn−Bi bonds show somewhat
polarized character, typically 35% contribution from Sn, 60%
from Bi, which is similar as e.g. in ClF (40% from Cl, 60% from
F); the homoatomic bonds are almost nonpolar (contributions
between 45% and 50% from each bond partner); contribution
of the central atom to these LMOs is very small (below 5%).
Typical LMOs of [La@Sn7Bi7]

4− are shown in Figure 8 (top).
We note in passing, that contribution from the interstitial Ln

atom is slightly larger for Ln = Ce (approximately 6%) which
may be rationalized by the somewhat lower energy of the
electron-accepting s and d orbitals at Ce3+ compared to La3+;
calculation within the COSMO model yields −1.49 (−3.65) eV
for the 6s (5d) orbitals of La3+ and −1.83 (−3.85) eV in case of
Ce3+.
The results thus confirm that the description of the system as

“Ln3+ plus [Sn7Bi7]
7−“ is reasonable and that the pseudoele-

ment concept31 is applicable in this case. Consequently, results
for [Bi14]

±0, which are obtained by replacement of Sn− with Bi
and omitting La3+, are qualitatively identical (Figure 8,
bottom); the main difference is that here all 2e2c bonds are
nonpolar.
We may use these facts to investigate the more complicated

bonding situation in [Ln@Sn4Bi9]
4− in the following way. We

first discuss the LMOs of the [Bi13]
3− cage obtained from [Ln@

Sn4Bi9]
4− by replacement of Sn− with Bi and omitting Ln3+, and

Figure 6. Nine most stable isomers of [Ce@Sn7Bi7]
4−, according to

DFT investigations. Relative energies ΔE are given with respect to the
most stable isomer B14_Ce. The clusters are drawn schematically
without interstitial Ce atom; orange spheres represent Sn atoms.

Figure 7. Three most stable isomers of [Ln@Sn4Bi9]
4−, according to

DFT investigations. Relative energies ΔE (top: Ln = La; bottom: Ln =
Ce) are given with respect to the most stable isomer A13_Ln. The
clusters are drawn schematically without interstitial Ln atom; orange
spheres represent Sn atoms.
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then consider the (small) changes resulting from adding Ln3+

and re-exchanging Bi with Sn−. The 34 valence MOs of [Bi13]
3−

yield the following 34 LMOs (Figure 9, top): one free electron
pair at each of the atoms Bi2−Bi13 (left column in Figure 9;
numbers according to Figure 1) and 16 covalent bonds

between these atoms (second column from left); so far, the
situation is the same as for [Bi14]

±0. The remaining six LMOs
involve the top atom Bi1. Among them, one finds two free
electron pairs at Bi1 (first and second column from right) and
four bonds from Bi1 to Bi4, Bi6, Bi8, and Bi10 (central
column), which are strongly polarized toward these atoms; a
Mulliken population analysis yields approximately 20%
electrons for Bi1 and 75% electrons for the respective bond
partner. For comparison we note that for thestrongly
polarizedbond in HF one obtains 30% (70%) at the H (F)
atom, the respective values for (ionic) AgF are 18% and 82%. If
one is interested in assigning formal oxidation states, the
assignment which is best justified by the calculations is Bi1− for
“two-bonded” Bi4, Bi6, Bi8, Bi10, and Bi1+ for four-bonded
Bi1both in agreement with the pseudoelement concept.

Resubstitution of Bi with Sn− does not qualitatively change this
picture but only leads to polarization of the Sn−Bi bonds (as
for [Sn7Bi7]

7−, see above). The interaction of the Ln atom with
the surrounding cage in [Ln@Sn4Bi9]

4− mainly is similar to that
in [Ln@Sn7Bi7]

4−, i.e. it represents an Ln3+ ion with a
surrounding [Sn4Bi9]

7− shell.
Closer inspection of the LMOs of [Ln@Sn4Bi9]

4− (Figure 9,
bottom), shows a delocalization of the second free electron pair
of Bi1 to the empty dz2-orbital of Ln (75% from Bi1, 16% from
Ln for Ln = La, first column from right in Figure 9), and
additionally a delocalization of the electron-rich part of each of
the four polarized bonds Bi1−Bi4, Bi1−Bi6, Bi1−Bi8, Bi1−
Bi10 toward the central Ln atom (Figure 9, center), leading to a
contribution of approximately 4% from Ln = La, whereas the
contributions from Bi4,6,8,10 are somewhat reduced. For Ln =
Ce this delocalization again is slightly larger (contribution to
the LMO involving Ce and Bi1: 17%, contribution to the
polarized Bi−Bi bonds: 6%), similar to those observed for the
14-vertex clusters.
Figure 10 shows the density of states (DOS) calculated from

the energies of the molecular orbitals (MOs) and their
Mulliken charge distributions as well as the MO diagrams for
the two endohedral Ln clusters [Ln@Sn7Bi7]

4− and [Ln@

Sn4Bi9]
4−. The DOS curves regarding all atoms show a similar

signature, but the atom-type-based graphs differ in detail, owing
to the different Sn:Bi ratios and geometries.
When comparing the DOS graphs and MO diagrams for Ln

= La or Ce, respectively, the most obvious difference is found
around the HOMO−LUMO energy gap ΔEgap. The effect of
the incorporation of Ce3+ instead of La3+ comprises the
addition of one donor MO energy level (approximately in the
middle of the energy gap for Ln = La) that hosts the Ce3+

unpaired electron, and the presence of a low-energy acceptor
level by the unoccupied f-AOs of the Ce atom whereas La
atomic orbitals do not significantly contribute to the LUMO
level. As a consequence, ΔEgap amounts to 1.03 or 0.99 eV for
the clusters with interstitial La ion, whereas for the interstitial

Figure 8. Typical localized molecular orbitals (LMOs) of [La@
Sn7Bi7]

4− (most stable isomer, top) and the hypothetical [Bi14]
±0 cage

(bottom): one of the 14 free electron pairs at the 14 main group atoms
(left-hand side) and two of the 21 LMOs on the 21 edges in [La@
Sn7Bi7]

4− or [Bi14]
±0, respectively. A nonpolar Bi−Bi bond (center)

and a Bi−Sn bond which is slightly polarized in [La@Sn7Bi7]
4−, while

nonpolarized in [Bi14]
±0 (right-hand side). Amplitudes are drawn to

0.07 a.u. Color code of vertices and adjacent bond parts: Bi: blue, Sn:
orange, La: gray.

Figure 9. Typical localized molecular orbitals (LMOs) of a
hypothetical [Bi13]

3− cage (top) and of [La@Sn4Bi9]
4− (most stable

isomer, bottom): a free electron pair (left-hand side), a nonpolar Bi−
Bi bond (second from left), one of the strongly polar bonds involving
the top Bi1 atom (center), and the two free electron pairs at Bi1
(second from right and right-hand side). One of the latter is
delocalized toward the dz2-orbital of the interstitial La atom in the case
of [La@Sn4Bi9]

4−. See also Figure 8.

Figure 10. Calculated density of states (DOS) for [Ln@Sn7Bi7]
4−

(left) and [Ln@Sn4Bi9]
4− (right) for all atoms (black lines), Bi atoms

(blue lines), Sn atoms (orange lines), and Ln atoms (gray lines).
Dominant atomic orbital types of the contributions to the Ln DOS are
indicated.
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Ce atom ΔEgap is only about half that value, 0.55 or 0.49 eV.
Thus, the Ce-containing clusters behave like stoichiometrically
doped semimetal cages (1:14/1:13 atoms) with an additional
donor orbital level to narrow the energy gap. This is in
agreement with observations that Ce3+ causes band gap
narrowing in highly doped semiconductors, such as a red
shift of 1 eV in TiO2thereby extending the photoactivity to
visible light12whereas doping with La3+ does not affect the
band gap; however, the latter enhances the light absorption of
respective suspensions in water.49

We summarize that lanthanide ions incorporated in main-
group metal cages enable flexibility in structural features and
physical properties, due to different electronic configurations
and different radii of the incorporated interstitial lanthanide
ion. Non-deltahedral 14-vertex or 13-vertex clusters were
obtained by embedding interstitial La(III) or Ce(III).
Comparison with a related anion incorporating Eu(II) shows
that the lanthanide ions cause adjustable variations in the
magnetic and electronic properties subject to the varying
number of unpaired electrons. Hence, diamagnetic (La) or
paramagnetic ground states (Ce, Eu) were stabilized. The
clusters presented here are best described as Ln3+-doped (semi)
metal cages with polarized Sn−Bi bonds in the cage. In
particular, the four-bonded atom, Bi1, of the unique, less
isotropic anion [Ln@Sn4Bi9]

4−, shows polarized bonds to its
bond partners (also Bi atoms), and a delocalization of one of its
lone pairs toward the empty dz2-orbital orbital of Ln

3+, leading
to an alternative pseudo-element view of this system.
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